## PRIVATE LUXURY CHARTER

### INSIDE SCHEDULE

**with dates & itinerary following published sailing schedule**

**US$ 7,500**

*Per Night Full Yacht Charter*

---

**INCLUDED** - the inside-schedule charter rate includes the following services & facilities:

- Sailing Itinerary based on published sailing schedule with fixed embarkation and debarkation locations and daily program subject to weather and sea conditions
- On Board Accommodation for up to 14 Passengers in 7 Cabins (1 Master Cabin with double bed & 6 Deluxe Cabins with double bed & convertible daybed)
- Full Board Meals including Continental Buffet Breakfast, Buffet Lunch, Afternoon Snacks and Dinner served on plate
- Non-Alcoholic Beverages - selection of soft drinks, coffee, tea, water & fruit juices
- Diving Services including use of 12 ltrs/80 cuft tanks, regular air fills, use of lead weights & weightbelts
- One Dive Guide - maximum 4 divers per guide
- Two Dive Tenders/speedboats - maximum capacity: 5 divers per tender
- Watersport Activities including Seakayaks (1 rigid & 2 inflatables), Waterskis (1 set), Wakeboard (1) and Stand Up Paddle Boards (2)
- Snorkeling with free use of Masks, Snorkels & full foot Fins - based on available quantities and sizes on board
- All proposed Land Excursions & Visits including entrance fees, local guide & ranger fees
- On Board Massage & Spa Treatments including Facial, Manicure & Pedicure
- Daily Housekeeping Services and use of Bathroom Towels and Beach Towels
- Free Land-based Wi-Fi Internet Access using the ship's modem, where available
- Government Taxes & VAT

**EXCLUDED** - the inside-schedule charter rate does NOT include the following services and facilities:

**VARIABLE SURCHARGES** to be paid on board in cash or by credit card at the end of the trip:

- Port & Park Fees - depending on Itinerary
- Fuel Adder: long distance Mileage & Fuel surcharges - depending on itinerary
- Dive Equipment Rental - detailed equipment inventory & rental rates available on request
- NITROX 12 ltrs/80 cuft Tanks & Tank Fills - US$ 5 per dive
- Additional Dive Guide - US$ 150 per guide per sailing day - mandatory if more than 4 divers (maximum 4 divers per dive guide)
- Dive Instructor - US$ 200 per sailing day - mandatory for uncertified divers and/or if Scuba Dive Courses are requested

---

**Please send your inquiry with preferred dates & itinerary by email to info@mutiaralaut.com**

**VALIDITY & CONDITIONS**

The above mentioned rate and listed inclusions and exclusions represent a standard offer for the full private charter of MSY Mutiara Laut based on the dates and locations of embarkation and debarkation as defined in the published sailing schedule. Under no circumstances does this offer constitute a binding quotation for any particular cruise aboard MSY Mutiara Laut.

This rate and its inclusions and exclusions can be changed at any time prior to reservation. Included services and facilities are listed in good faith and based on the presumption that all equipment and machinery is in good working condition and present on board at the time of the offer, with the caveat that there is no guarantee that it will be so at the time of departure of the cruise. MSY Mutiara Laut will endeavour to provide the listed inclusions to the best of its abilities.

**VARIABLE SURCHARGES** depend on the chosen itinerary and on selected options for diving. All Variable Surcharges have to be settled on board in cash or by credit card at the end of the cruise. A detailed price list of all Variable Surcharges is available on request.

**DIVE EQUIPMENT FOR RENT** - MSY Mutiara Laut is equipped with a large selection of dive equipment, which is made available either for free use or for rent, depending on the item. However, the quantities and the range of sizes is limited and diving equipment cannot be provided on an a-la-carte basis. A detailed inventory of the existing diving equipment on board is available on request. Charterers may also have the option to pre-order specific equipment to be either rented or purchased by MSY Mutiara Laut from third parties, no later than 30 days before the departure date and provided it is available in Indonesia, in which case all related expenses and costs will be charged to the charterer.

---

For further inquiries please contact us by email to info@mutiaralaut.com